ANNOUNCEMENTS
ØLondonMoot: April 28, 2018
Ø Call for Papers deadline: March 26th
Ø http://www.londonmoot.com/

ØRegistration for Summer Classes Now Open!
Ø Classes begin May 7th, 2018

ØMythgard Movie Club
Ø A Wrinkle in Time: March 29th
Ø Alien: May 3rd

ØMythmoot V: Fantastic Frontiers
Ø June 21st-24th in Leesburg, VA (near Dulles)
Ø Special Guests: John Garth, Douglass A. Anderson, Marc
Okrand, Alan Sisto and Shawn E. Marchese

HOUSEKEEPING
ØWe’ve reached the penultimate episode of the
Season.
ØSo, after the next session, we will be moving into
our post-Season sessions focusing on Script Outline
review, Costume/Sets/Props/Character
Design/Music review, and everyone’s favorite,
Casting.
ØThis is a heads-up to the artists and all of those
involved in creative endeavors to get your work
and ideas posted to the forums in the coming
weeks so it will be available for these post-Season
Sessions.

RISING OF THE MOON
ØEnd of the episode for maximum dramatic impact.
ØCoordinated with the arrival of the Host of Fingolfin
in Middle-earth, so that the new light reveals the
lands opening up before them.
Ø Also, the ocean now has tides for the first time.
Ø Nick: Fingolfin's Host gets to the end of the Helcaraxe and finds its way
blocked by water. We could do the "rising in the west" thing. Tilion passes
"beneath" the Earth, causing the tide to go out. Fingolfin is able to traverse
the gap over dry land. The water starts to come back just before they
make it. They arrive just in time for the Moon to rise.

ØPossibly allow the moonlight to reveal the camp of
the Fëanoreans to Círdan?
ØCowering of any evil creatures caught outside in
the new light (spiders, orcs, trolls, etc.).

MAEDHROS’ PARLEY
Ø At the end of Episode 11, an emissary (Sauron? Thuringwethil?)
can come to the camp of Fëanor to invite them to parley, offering
a silmaril. The brothers conceal Fëanor’s death.
Ø Why does only Maedhros go to meet Morgoth’s representative?
Ø Infighting; his other brothers do not want to make deals with their grandfather’s
murderer, so Maedhros must go alone?
Ø Or, he knows it’s dangerous, so he forbids any of them from joining him?
Ø Does Sauron somehow outmaneuver or trick them? Does he demand that only
Fëanor or only one of his sons come to the meeting?
Ø Do the Fëanoreans plan something beyond ‘send more soldiers’?
Ø Do they feel the need to maintain the ruse that Fëanor is still alive?
Ø Cellardur: The reason they lose is because Sauron is smarter and craftier than
they are. He knows the land better and he brings a more powerful force. Sauron
himself and the Balrogs together are just too much for the Noldor.

Ø Then, MASSACRE; everyone but Maedhros dies; Maedhros is made
captive and taken to Angband.

CÍRDAN THE SLEUTH
ØCírdan has been our counter-voice to Fëanor’s
rhetoric since his arrival in Middle Earth.
ØWhen Círdan discovered the smoking ships of the
Teleri, he set out up the Firth of Drengist to follow the
‘survivors of the orc massacre,’ as he thinks of this.
ØHe has crossed through the Rainbow Cleft into
Hithlum, but has not yet caught up to the Noldor or
seen them.
ØAfter he catches sight of them, he will not make
contact, but decide to sent word to Thingol
immediately. Why?

MEANWHILE, IN DORIATH
ØMelian creates the Girdle and repels the
spiders.
ØThingol’s returning army prevents spiders from
fleeing east. The spiders wind up in the north, in
what will become Nan Dungortheb.
ØThe elves of Doriath are safe, but hemmed in;
effectively confined to the land of Doriath
rather than having free reign of all of Beleriand.
ØThey react to the rising of the Moon.
ØNote: Can Eöl cross the Girdle of Melian? If
not, now might be the time for him to acquire
Nan Elmoth.

HELCARAXË ENDS
Ø The final scenes of the Helcaraxë: Fingolfin’s host is exhausted,
cold, weak, and yet doggedly continuing on.
Ø There are no animals left. Their clothing is in tatters. The ropes
binding up their packs have snapped from the cold. Everyone
looks like they probably have frostbite.
Ø Then, the forward scouts return to say that they’ve found land,
and it’s nearby. Hope rekindles, and the Host plods on to finish
the final part of this grueling journey. Unfortunately, the exit is
blocked by shallow but freezing water. Only when the Moon rises
does the tide open the way.
Ø The barren land in the north that they’ve stumbled into might not
look that inviting, but it’s paradise compared to what they’ve
been through.
Ø While the host takes some much needed rest, Fingolfin states his
plans for finding Morgoth…and Fëanor.

QUESTIONS FOR NEXT TIME
ØSession 3-18 on Friday April 6th
Ø Season Finale!
Ø Don’t forget: post about artwork, sets, costume,
music, etc

ØWhy does Morgoth staple Maedhros to the cliff?
What should we show?
ØWhat are the dynamics among the remaining
five Feanorians after Maedhros’s capture? What
are their reactions to Fingolfin’s host?
ØHow much interaction between Fingolfin’s host
and the Feanorians do we want to show in this
episode?
ØWhat should the final image of the season be?

